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The special importance and efficiency of meeting demands for energy 
follows partly from the fact that the production of energy (as well as its trans
formation and import) are in thP. closest connection "with the development ofthe 
producing and serdcing branches of economy and ,~ith the consumption by 
the population, and partly from the fact that thc investments serving the pro
-duction and allocation of energy are expensive and their gestation period is 
rather long. Recently, the importance of importing energy has greatly in
creased, not only for developing countries where the prime sources of energy are 
scarce, but even for such countries which are rich in traditional sources of energy. 
Undoubtedly Hungary, too, will import an increasing part of sources of energy 
in the future. The importance of long-term planning in the sector of energy is 
-determined by the fact that - among others because of the volume and long 
gestation period of investments - economic decisions on the main problems, 
thus on the volume and pattern of the sources of energy to be used, on the 
prDportion between domestic production and import, as well as on the allo
cation of sources of energy to the main users must be taken well in advance. 

We may consider the following as the main stages of long-term planning 
which, of course, are in close connection with one another: 

1. The preparation of planning by a comprehensive survey and analysi;:; 
'Of the technico-economic interrehtions, main development tendencies of the 
area covered; 

2. The forecasting, prognosis of the (expectable) development of the 
economic process or phenomenon in question; 

3. The planning of the equilibrium (and of proportionateness); and, 

finally, 
4. The planning of the most rational utilization of resources (the effi

ciency computations), as the concluding phase for planning and at the samc 
time the basis for concrete economic decisions. 

* This article was written on the basis of a study prepared at the Industrial Section 
of the Institute of Economics of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences by the author and l\H.rton 
Sagi, entitled: "The development of energy utilization and its long-term planning." 
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In this paper we are to deal with the problems of the question mentioned 
last, with the computation of efficiency. 

The main tendencies in the production and utilization of energy 

As is known, in the last decade important changes have taken place 
all over the ·world as regards the development of energy utilization. These 
can be briefly summed up in the follo,ving: In connection with the rapid 
economic gT.owth also the rate of energy utilization has accelerated, e.g. 
from 1950 to 1958 the energy consumption of the world has increased by about 
50 per cent, which is roughly the same as that in the preceding twenty years. 
Besides, this rapid growth was partly accompanied by a decrease in the specific 
utilization of energy, i.e. with the improyement of efficiency, in the transfor
mation and utilization of energy alike. In addition, in the sector consuming 
most of the energy, namely in mdustry, the structure generally changed in 
such a way that the sectors having a smalleT demand for energy grew faster, 
which again resulted in a decreased specific industrial energy consumption. 
The above process was aided by the most significant change in the structure 
of basic sources of energy used, the well-known advance of oil and natural 
gas against coal. These sources of energy can generally be utilized much 
more efficiently (and in most cases with smaller investments) than coal. This 
adyance of hydrocarbon at the same time resulted in a very rapid growth in 
the share of import energy used in most of the industrial countries, especially 
in Western Europe, where it caused the stagnation and partly the decrease 
of coal mining and thus the Western European coal-crisis. 

These phenomena and especially the fact that on basis of the development 
experienced and following from geological researches, a significant rise in 
the production of oil and natural gas might be reckoned ,~ith, this changing 
the rather pessimistic prognoses of the past as to the possihle satisfaction of 
demands for energy. E.g. in the middle of the fifties in Western Europe it was 
calculated that in the next decade a general shortage of energy was to be 
feared, and as a consequence home production of coal should be increased 
even at the cost of great sacrifices. To-day as opposed to that it is assumed 
that the proportion of coal ,\ill rapidly diminish in the next years and by 1975 
it would cover only 25 per cent of the total use of energy in the countries 
belonging to the European Economic Community. (Which naturally means 
that at the same time three quarters of the energy used ,vill be of import 

origin.) 
Up to the middle of the fifties, in Hungary too, a great part of specialists 

considered the perspectives of energy supply rather pessimistically; they did 
not reckon ,vith the possibility of greatly increasing the use of oil and natural 
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gas, they thought that meeting the increasing demands for energy could be 
ensured, besides large imports of coal, only through the building of atomic 
power stations. Since then they consider both the possibilities for home pro
duction of oil and natural gas and the long-term perspective of imports of oil 
in a more optimistic way. 

Long-term prognosis of demands for energy 

In the methodology of establishing the long-term demands for energy 
'we may distinguish three methods which, however, cannot be strictly separated 
from each other. The first method aims at establishing the expectable demand 
for energy purely tt'ith the aid of extrapolation based on the development of the 
past period as a function of time. The mathematical-technical tool of this 
method is the computation of trends. The basic assumption of extrapolation 
with the aid of trends is that in the future the same effects as in the past 
will prevail, i.e. by substituting a future period into the function approximately 
describing the past development of energy consumption, the magnitude of 
the demand for energy can approximately be established. - This method can 
be accepted in long-term planning only as a first and very rough approxi
mation; its only advantage being that even without knowing other data of the 
expectable economic development it can serve as an initial hypothesis for 
establishing the approximative magnitude of the demand for energy. 

The next method is based - as against the former one - on the causal 
connection between the use of energy and its main factors. With this method it is 
established what past connections had been bet'ween the use of energy and 
such economic parameters as are in close connection with the magnitude of 
the use of energy, e.g. between total energy consumption of the national 
economy and national income, or between the volume of industrial production 
and industrial use ryf energy. These long-term estimates - the technical tool 
of which is correlation computations - might be suitable for a somewhat 
more precise approximative estimation of the demand for energy in long-term 
planning 'when, kno'wing the main development rates and proportions, there 
are no detailed computations still available. 

For a more detailed and reliable estimation of demands the so-called 
synthetic method serves. To apply this one in planning, the expectable devel
opment of the main consumer branches and of the specific use of energy must 
be known. To ascertain the latter, international data are needed for comparison 
and also the home targets of technological development must be known. Our 
present long-term planning of energy cannot from the point of view of the speci
fic use of energy be considered as quite satisfactory and solid, as it is not based 
entirely upon reliable homogeneous specific energy consumption figures for 
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products, but rather upon more uncertain methods of estimation. When, there
fore, judging long-term computations of the demands for energy, the limits 
"within which these plans - .. considering the exactitude of planning and other 
parameters serving for basis to the plans - can be looked upon as realistic 
and are also to be taken into account. The exactitude of the basic data - espe
cially of the specific energy consumption figures - is also in connection 'with 
the detailedness of planning. The demand for energy for instance of a given 
.homogeneous product can in general be planned more exactly than that of a 
branch containing heterogeneous groups of products. 

The long-term halances of energy 

Planning the demands for energy relying on the plans of the consumers 

and on the specific number of energy consumption, already leads to the dra'wing 
up of the balances of energy. It is only natural that we cannot be satisfied 
either with a global estimate of needs only or with their more detaile(l planning 
and that for working out the long-term plan it is necessary to plan the demands 
Jar and the sources of energy simultaneously and to coordinate these. This coordi
nation takes place through a more detailed long-term planning of the home 
production of energy and of imports of same, as well as through planning 

the demands for energy by their main groups and further by harmonizing 
all these sources of and demands for energy "ith the aid of the long-term 
balance of energy. The utilization of the long-term balance of energy for a more 
exact calculation of proportions corresponds with the general practice of 
planning. It is well known that the yarioui3 balances play a central role in the 
planning of socialist countries. For shorter periods, the utilization of planned 
halances of energy has for long been a general practice and also in the long
term plans made till now, the method of balance has been employed more or 
less consistently and with more or less detail. 

The specialists of energetics haye agreed on the main problems of the 
methods of drawing up and working out the long-term plans of energy. At 
present it is debatable and debated in the first place only how detailed the 
balances should be, 'what system they should follow, and whether the system 
should be the same for different periods of planning. In this question decision 
must be made, on the one hand with regard to the purpose of planning, and 
on the other hand considering how exact and detailed are the basic data avail
able. On broad lines, the considerations affecting the establishment of the 
system of long-term balances of energy might be the follo,~ing: 

In general it is unnecessary in the computations to employ an ever 
increasing number of branches, products or homogeneous consumers of energy. 
In establishing the demands only such a degree of detail should be aimed at, 
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where all sectors (products), for whose production volume and specific con
sumption of energy there are more or less reliable data, should appear separate
ly. More detailed than mentioned above do not render the planning of the de
mand for energy more precise. 

Besides, depending on the period of planning, balances differing in detail 
can also be justified. In the perspective relating to which final economic 
decisions (e. g. decisions on investments) are needed, and in which the produc
tion figures and those of specific consumption can be considered as fairly 
reliable, efforts should he taken to have more detailed calculations. For a per
spective, however, where the establishment of production and of specific 
figures becomes quite uncertain, it is sufficient to work out comprehensive, 
summarizing data. 

Further points of view are offered for developing the system of the bal
ance of energy by calculations as to the most rational use of resources (effi

ciency calculations) "with "which we "will to deal in detail in the following. 

Efficiency calculations 

For concluding the planning procedure besides knowing the main 
development tendencies, the numerical prognosis of demands for energy and 
the long-term balances - it is also necessary to plan the most ratiGnallltilization 
of resources, i. e. the calculation of efficiency. As a rational, optimal utilization 
of resources can in a socialist l)lanned economy in the last resort he interpreted 
<only at a level of the whole of the national economy - considering all of its 
complicated interrelations - this calculation is extremely complicated. It is a 
little surprise, therefore, tbat it i~ bere that the computativIl methods are the 
least developed. 

As far as can be expected of the planning the most effective utilization 
of all re30urces of the economy -" it is just this aspect of planning that it is 
the most essential part of the planning procedure. The prognosi,;, i. e. the estab
lishment of the expectable development, or eyen the planning of the different 
proportions thus the determination of the balance - cannot be identified 
with planning, or rather, planning cannot be considered as concluded when the 
preV-1ous computations are ready. In practice we often meet "with a standpoint 
which is essentially a neglection of this third, most important phase of planning. 
As a matter of fact, e"yen the prev-1ous stages of planning should be examined 
from this point of view. the application of the various possible methods should 
he judged by how far they support the most essential part of planning: the 
planning of the most "l'ational (optimal) utilization of resources. The long-term 
plans (or computations) of energy in this country made up till now do not 
contain a detailed and scientifically >vell foundf'd efficiency computation 
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relating either to the planned proportions of sources of ~nergy or to their 
allocation to the various categories of consumers. This is a major deficiency 
of the plans, buth as regards methodology and their contents. Even the ten
dency of increasing the ratio of oil and natural gas and their planned distri
bution among various categories of consumers - though made on the ba"is 
of differeut technological and economic consideratiuns - f'ssentially prevailed 
without calculating efficiency based on scientifically sound lllethods. In spite 
of these deficiencies, the situation is now far better than it was even one or 1\-1'0 

years ago. 
As regards the supply of energy, considerations of e('onomy had as com

pared to their significance but little scope in Hungary in the past. The pre
vailing vie,v- - and not only iu Hungary - considered the domestic mining 
of coal as the m.ain base of energy and thought that its development was nec
essary as a matter of fact - even independent of economic calculations -

arguing that the domestic demand for energy cannot be met in any other way, 
but by the rapid development of coal production. This conception which might 
be regarded rather autarchic from the point of view of energy supply, hardly 
presents itself to-day and a general effort is to be felt for establishing the right 
proportions of energy supply and utilization on the basis of efficiency calcula
tions. The calculation of efficiency must, of course, be sound and scientifically 
justified. An efficiency calculation for instance, 'which compared the costs of 
coal imports ,vith the avera,ge costs of domestic coal production, supported 
the autarchic concepts (obviously in case coal is imported, it is not the coal 
which is mined with average costs that can be economized but, at least in 
principle, the most expensive one). As a matter of fact, this autarchic concept 
bears some relationship to another kind of efficiency calculation trying to 
determine the optimal level of domestic coal production, exclusively on the 
strength of investigations into the costs of coal production, considering as 
optimum the level of production above which the specific costs of coal pro
duction are already very -rapidly rising - thus neglecting the interrelations 
of the economy, e. g. the possibility of substitution among the sources of energy. 

The efficiency calculations needed for laying the foundations of long
term plan of energy are - from the point of view of methodology - much 
more complicated than the usual ones. The methods for calculating the effi
ciency of investments and of foreign trade are fairly weH developed. The 
method for calculating the efficiency of investments which is laid down in the 
instructions of the National Planning Office - and which is (,ompulsorily 
applied at least with great investment projects - is more or less suitable 
when variants of investment projects serving the same production (servicing) 
purpose should be compared. If however investment projects for different 
purposes, e. g. those belonging to different branches of industry must be com
pared, the applicability of the method might already be conte:;table. 
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The methods developed for calculating the efficiency of foreign trade 
relate to the efficiency of exports. Here, too, satisfactory results can only be 
arrived at if it is a question of comparing various products that can be pro
duced ,\ith exi::;ting production equipment. The methods for calculating the 
efficiency of imports are less develuped. 

With long-term planning of energy the ta8k of efficiency calculations is 

far more complicated than those mentioned previously. Here the costs and 
Tesults of investments into different branches must be compared at the level 
of the economy as a whole; domestic and imported sources of energy must be 
confronted, including the varying allocation possibilities to indi,idual con
Sllmers. The simultaneous weighting of all possibilities can - from the point 
of vieu; of methodology - not be considered as quite developed yet. Of course, 
we have a large number of methods which solYe certain parts of the above 
problem. In the last resort, all efficiency calculations - be it a preliminary 
cost at the enterprise level, or the calculation of investment efficiency ,vith 
a big project or the calculation of foreign trade efficiency - are solutions 
for only part of the problem under discussion. Such partial solutions invoh'e 
some partialneglection of important economic interdependences (which, ho,,-
ever, may be justified in some cases). The methods known and used in practice, 
however, are in gcneralnot quite suitable for soh-ing problems of a scale that 
affect the whole of the economy. 

For the sake of facilitating the presentation of the' problems we will 
simplify the task and in\-estigate oniy the case when the final use of energy 
- more precisely the leyel of production ana consumption determining the 
use of energy - can be considered as given. Thus, 'vc seek hcre only the opti
mum of the use of energy and of the processes directly im:errelated with it 
(the most efficient use of resource,,) and disregard that, from the point of view 
of economy as a whole, maybe the level of energy consumption and, consequent
ly, e. g. the production of some branch using much energy should be modified. 
The interrelations are - e, en by narrowing this task - rather complicated. 
'To utilize re;;ourccs in the best possihle ",\, ay, the f .... llowing must he taken into 
account: 

1. Total labour input should be minimum at the level of the economy 
as a "'hole and not only in the production and transformation of sources of 
energy, but also in the processes using energy. The computations are rendered 
more complicated because of the fact that the prices of the sources of energy 
and the labour nec~ssary to producc them are not in direct proportion with 
each other, and thus the task cannot he solyed "'\\ith calculations hased ex
clusively on prices. 

2. Labour inputs should he minimized not only in respect of live labour 
or emhodied labour continuously used, but also in respect of investments and 
that again not only in respect of investments ailliing at the production or tram-
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formation of sources of energy, but also in respect of those connected with 
other production processes. Again the solution of the task i~ made more com
plicated by the fact that in the sector of energy the importance of invest
ments is preponderant: in many cases the efficiency of the production or trans
formation process is more or less definitely determined by the investment. 

3. The most appropriate utilization of the domestic natural sources of 

energy as well as the economical import of energy must be ensured. 
Thus the task consist;; in simultaneously optimizlng the efficiency of 

investments, foreign trade, transportations and substitution of energy. The 
mp.thods known and applied up till now partially solve this task only. 

It is one - and a relatively simple - case of the problem of utilizing 
sources of energy most adequately, when the proportion in which different· 
kinds of domestic coal should be produced must be established. Relating to 
this field we know of a proposal according to which the most efficient is if we 
exploit the different killds of coal in direct ratio with coal deposits so that they 
should be exhausted at the same time. 1 

Such decision, ho"wever, would not satisfy the criterion of efficiency and 
could not even be considered as the first step towards the calculations of effi
ciency, as such "proportionate" utilization of natural endowments might in
volve a most wasteful use of live and embodied labou ..... According to another 
proposal, a system of accounting equivalents should be worked out for the 

different variants and these should he considered.2 Indices of this type are 
e. g. the amount of energy needed in the gi"en process, the investment re
quirement, the lahour input needed for producillg, transforming and transporting 
sources of energy, etc. It is oh"vious that these and :::imilar indices may further 
the n~any-sided illYestigation of the prohlem but at least in the majority 
of cases - can110t ensure the finding of the most efficient solution. 

A working committee led by A. Lsy:\.I has applied a more deyeloped 
mcthod.:l Here the economic implications of the utilization of differeut sources 

of energy in yarious processes using energy (e. g. power plants, industrial 
furnaces, etc.) were compared both in respect of inYcstment and operation 
costs and indicatfOd a t "what prices of other suurces of energy - compared to 
the price of bro"wn coal could the whole process he considered from the point 
of yiew of efficiency as equivalent to the use of brown coal itself. The accounting 
prices thus formed gave a valuation, a possibility for elassifying the various 

I R. TARJ,\:\": :'Iepgazdasugunk ttizel6anyag helyzetcnek tuylatai (The perspectives 
of the fuel situation of our national economy). Kozgazdasugi Szemle. 1959. ="0. 6. 

~ Rapelin. Grosskopf, Zang, Lange. Untersuchungen tiLer den zweckmaDigsten Einsatz 
der yerschiedenen Energietrager. Teil 1. 5Iitteilungen des Instituts ftir Energetik, Heft 9. 
1958. D.D.R. (Investigations into the most efficient utilization of various sources of energy.) 

3 Irunyelvek encrgiaigenytink gazdasugosabb fedezesere (Directives for meeting more 
efficiently our demand for encrgy). Report of an Academic "Working Committee formed at 
the Department of thermal power plants of the Budapest Technical cniversity, Dec. 195ft 
Hectographed. 
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sources of energy in respect to the different consumers. A decision relating 
to efficiency based on such a calculation is unambiguous when neither the in
vestments nor quantities of different sources of energy available are limited; 
in this case the different sources of energy can be correctly confronted with 
each other. With this method, however, - if different sources of energy must be 
used and the quantity of a part of them as well as investments are restricted -
it cannot be established what is the optimal distribution of these among the 
different possibilities of utilization. 

There is also an opinion according to which the task cannot he solved 
by calculations at all. "Selection of the most advantageous variant for meeting 
the demand of the national economy for energy always remains a matter to 
be decided in the light of economic policy."4 This statement is of course correct 
if it is taken in the sense that the final shaping and approval of the plan of the 
national economy is an act of economic policy; it is still correct if under that is 
understood that efficiency calculations in general cannot take into account all 
point:: of vie'w and all factors which should be ·weighted. It cannot be accepted, 
hO'wever, if under this is meant that in respect to the most advantageous use 
of sourees of energy tlecisions of economic policy ean be made without 'well 
founded calculations (the whole rea80ning of the author, however, points to 
these interpretations). 

We also kllo'w of other analyses connected with the problem. Interesting 
and instructive calculations of efficiency are to be found e. g. in an article 

of '{, Mihalszky, entitled: "Energiaproblemaink gazdasagos megoldasanak 
f6 utja: az olaj es gazfelhasznahis novelese (The 'way to an efficient solution 
of our problems of energy: to increase the use of oil and natural gas).5 The cal
culations in the article in the first place "erve to support the efficiency of using 
oil and natural gas. They present separately the costs of the energy proper, 
transportation costs, the operating costs of different investments, as 'well as 
the investments necessary for the production, transformation and transporta
tion of energy. When drawing the conclusions, the treatise only compares 
the economic implications of the import of coal and of natural gas and crude 
oil. The computations are sllited to prove that imports of oil and natural 
gas have great economic advantages, but do not yield information in respect 
to the optimai allocation of different sources of energy (and at the same time: 
of investments), to various kinds of energy and to different consumers if 
there are limited possibilities for imports of natural gas and oil - and 
thm, they cannot be employed for numerically laying the foundation for long

term plans. 

·1 H. K"op: Die Energiewissenschaft der DDR und die Planung ihrer kunftigen Ent
wicklung. VerI. Die Wirtschaft, Berlin, 1960. p. 260. (Economics of energy in the German 
Democratic Republic and planning its future development.) 

5 Kozgazdasagi Szemle 1960, r\o. 7. 
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The task of efficiency calculations can he summed up briefly and on 
broad outlines as follows: We must choose from among different kinds of prime 
sources of energy producible (or importable), the production of which involve 
different inputs and the level of the economy as a whole (labour and other costs, 
investments, imports, etc.). ,Ve may further choose from among various se
condary sources of energy (e. g. between electric energy and municipal gas), 
these latter might also be produced with the aid of different prime sources of 
energy. There are ,dele possibilities for substitution among different sources 
of energy. In respect of using sources of energy and also in respect of other 
national resources necessary to produce and transform them (e. g. inYestments 
or imports), we could only choose between certain natural or economic limits. 
The task must of course be solved with the least possible input at the level 
of the economy as a whole. Thus, it follows from the character of the task, 
that here we have to deal ,tith a calculation of conditional extreme values, 
the solution of which - in our present knowledge - is possible with mathe
matical programming and, considering the rather large yolume of the task, 
with thc nse of electronic computers. In consideration of the problem and the 
computation technics available the application of linear programming is only 
too obvious. Linear programming models of a silllilar kind - though for some
what simpler problems - have already been worked out also in western 
countries; thus in the USA and the United Kingdom for the production and 

allocation of coal production and in France for the optimum allocation of 
electric energy to be produced by various kinds of thermal and hydro-electric 
plants. Of experiments aiming at establishing models embracing the whole of 
energy production and distribution, we mainly find accounts of same in the 
Soyiet literature, where they are striving to solve regional, transportation 
and complex energetical problems by means of mathematical programming 
and electronic computer:;:.!} 

In the course of research we have worked out a method for computing 
the optimal proportioll" of sources of energy and their optimal distrihution 
among consumers.7 The mathematical model for planning the most rational 
utilization of reCOUTces is, in principle, as follows: 

We start out in the computation,,; from the demands serying as basis 
for the balance of energy, i. e. from the production and services determining 
energy demand. These are e. g. the production of steel or cement (or the pro
duction of any other industry), the national demand for energy or the demand 
for coal heating of the population. We assume that the productions and :;:ervices 
can he considered as !wmo/;eneous consumers of energy, i.e. the sector (pro-

6 See e.g.: Yu. A. Kuznesow-A. P. YIerenkov-L. A. YIelentev-A. S. Nekrasow: 
Moscow, April 4, 1962 (Determination of the optimal structure of long-term balance of energy 
with the aid of electronic computers.) (In Russian) 

7 In building up the mathematical model B. yIartos and G. Reczey have taken part. 
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duction or seryice) thus defined might be unambiguously (;haractcri7.ed by onc 
parameter each (e.g. production of steel in tons, the demand of the population 
for fuel ·with tbe number of flats 01' rooms), and that to these parameters belong 
similar unumhiguou:::ly defined specific costs of energy and other costs connect
ed with the use of energy (essentially inye:::tment and operating costs). Of 
\Oourse, the specific costs of energy (and other costs, too) may yary according to 
the technology applied - mainly according to the prime source of energy meet!. 
Besides, we consider the maximum qnantity of domestic sources of primary 
energy ayailable as giyen (uppel' limit, constraint). 

Let us call a production (or seryice) carried but hy a gi'l:en technology 
(sourcc of energy) an activity, denoted by Xl , -'2' ••• Xn • Thus, for in;;:tanct', let 

Xl prod uction of electric energy from coal (kWh) 

J::.! from crucIe oil 

x~ from natural r;as 
" 

x.,! prod uctiOll of cement with coal (tom) 

X5 with crude oil 

-'5 with natural gas 

x" _ heating of flats 

" ·'Tl- 1 

'with coal (number of HJ'-'l1lS) 

with oil 
with natural gHS. 

Bt' the maximum of domestic sources of energy a-..-aiLlble, the e.:'rrcsponding 
imports <1ll(~ the sarillFs as ce.mpared Lo the p(J~~ible maximum utilization of 
domestic prod uctioll a~ follows: 

Cual 

Oil .. 

:\{ax. ut' dODlt.":'t!t' 

prime :'Otlfl'P of t'w:r;;\" Import--

For specific use of energy, we huyc the notatiuns: 

Produeti(jIl 

---------=---- -

1. Coal 

2. Oil 

3. Xatura] gas 

4: Periodica Polytechnica El. YIIj3 

SI 

.. Hea1ill;t 
(.1' flat,:: ~ 

(1 1 n-::. 

tl~ ll-l 

UJrl 
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With the above notation the following speciaJ halance of energy can be 
written in the form of equations: 

Yi (coal) 

... ~- a~ Tl-[ X Tl _ 1 --:-- <~ = b~ -+-.v~ (oil) 

Cl:: t1 Xn - ."i:~ ba --:-- y;, (natural gas) 

Here, on the left-hard "ide of the equations ·we find the use of energy by 
·'activities", as well as the ":::avings" mentioned and, on the right-hand side 
of the equations, the domestic and in!port sourcei'. Each of the equations is 
a halance-equation of a defined source of energy (e. g. coal), and the "whole 
sy:::tem of equations is the entire balance of energy "where, however, the activi
ties (x), the imports (y) and the savings (s) «re still unkno·wn. 

The aboye system of equations must still be completed. The hasis for 
calculating the demand for energy is, namely, the yolume of production 
(sen"ice) of each of the sectors, which i::: known and ·which must he supplied 
with the aid of the various sources of energy (technologies, acth"ities). Let us 
denote these with "]{", then 

(E'lecLric energy) 

(cemE'nt) ..................... K~ = x .. + xi:; ~- .\"6 

(heating for the population) ." [(I; = XTl_~ + X" l ...... Xn 

It is justified as 'I"ell to start from the fact that the foreign exchange availahle 
for the imports of sonrces of eEergy 1S not unlimited. If the maximum quantity 
of foreign exchange not to be 0, e-.:stepped is D. the unit price of individual 

imported sources of energy d: and the foreign exchange po~sibly "[lyed as 
again:'t the maximum is z, ,'-c obtain anuther equation which expresses the 
b21anc(' between iIllport~ of ('nergy and tilt' forei;::n e::;."change Hyailable for coyc'T 

D 

The III 0:3 t rational (optimum) utilization of resources is achieyed if, keeping 
the balancf~·ratio5 expres,:,ed hy the above equatioll5, the cost of all acti .. "ities 
(considering imports also a~ an activity) is minimum. Thus, if the spt·cific 

cost of aeti ,-it:, x is c: 

tit; -,"Ill = rain! 

·where d{ ... dt ; dcnote the difference hetween the price;; of domestic and 

imported sources of energy. 
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The equations contaiuing the balance of energy, the balance of foreign 
exchange and the connections among the activities might also be 'Hitten in 
the following manner: 

Q 22 X 2 + 
U 33 X3 ••• 

Xl + X 2 X:1 

x~ + X 4 -t- X5 

--)"1 

-" • 3 

= b1 

b2 

b3 

Kl 
Kz 

This system of equations might be written in the form of a matrix-equation as 

'where x is the Yector of actiyities. A is the matrix of coefficients helonging 
to the activities (the lpft-hand side of the equation system) and b is the so
{;alled vector of capacities (the right-hand side of the equation system.) 

The so-called objective function expressing the minimalization of costs 
can be written in the form of the vectorial function: 

c* x = min ! 

The minimalization of the function c* x with the constraint A x = b can be 
solved with the method of linear programming not to be discussed here. 
The solution yields the quantities of sources of energy to be produced at home 
(b - s), those to be imported (y) and their allocation to the different sectors 
using energy (K), i. e. the actiyities Xl ••• X ll 

The specific costs belonging to the indiyidual technologies (actiyities): 
Cl ••• Cll contain, beside the specific costs of energy, also the operating costs 
as continuous costs (with amortization included) as well as the corresponding 
immobilization of capital, similarly to the computations of inYestment effi
ciency - as the effect of investment costs. The operating costs can naturally 
be presented in different details and in different structures. The immobilized 
capital, too, can be calculated ,vith differing immobilization factors, with the 
formulae of either simple or compound interest, etc. - that in substance 

does not affect the computations. 
To examine the tasks connected "with programming somewhat closer 

and to illustrate the process of computation, we haye built a model that could 
be solved with manual methods based on the planned data for energy con
sumption in 1962. In the trial computations 'we have considered five sectors 

4* 
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(the consumption of which amounted to about 40 per cent of the total in 1962) 
and two kinds of sources of basic energy, namely, solid fuels and hydrocar
bons. This simplification is not irrealistic: e. g. ,dth imports, the cost per calory 
of natural gas and oil are fairly near to each other, while in domestic production 
the separation of the costs of crude oil from that of natural gas can be only 
effected arbitrarily in any case. The upper constraints in the task were the 
planned uses of domestic sources of energy according to kinds, as well as the 
planned import costs of energy in the branches in question. Taking the possible 
savings also into account, we got a model consisting of 15 variables and 8-
constraints. In the objective function the specific investment costs (resp. 
their part calculated for one year with immobilization of capital included), 
operating costs and import costs figure separately. This separation of the cost 
times made the application of parametric programming possible, i. e. the 
examination of how far, by the changes in the immobilization factoT or in the 

conversion rate of foreign exchange the optimum program, is altered. 
The result of the programming procedure - serving, of course, only pur

poses of illustration - showed as compared to the starting figures (the original 
plans) a possibility of saving 10 -12 per cent. 

The size of a model suitable for actual planning is naturally much bigger; 
the computation itself requires the use of an electronic computer. In case of 
such a model at least 12-15 sectors using energy and about 8-10 different 
sources of energy should he reckoned with. 

The mathematical model surveyed in the preceding and its solution 
'with the aid of linear programming is limited in two respects, or rather it 
does not adapt itself entirely to economic facts. The basic assumption of the 
computation method (as is to he also 8een from the expression of linear pro
gramming) is the linear development of costs, i. e. that to the individual acti v
Itles always the same specific costs helong (of energy and others). This 
assumption, however, obviously does 110t hold with either of the main cost 

items in question. The amount of the r:osts of energy depends on the volume 
of the energy produred (or eventually imported). It might he assumed that, 
for in",tance, 'with increasing domestic production of coal \\-hich must he mined 
even undf'r worse natur~,l conditions production cost~ will increas(~. On the 
other hand, with the growing size or better utilization of an equipment using 
or transforming energy, the specific III vestment and operating costs ,viiI 
decrease. 

In connection with linear programming pn)hlems, this problem is well 
known. Therf~ exist mathematical methods also for solving such prohlcms where 
the so-called cost function is not linear. In computing, however, the uptimal 
proportions and allocation of sources of cnergy it would prohably suffice to 
take up sp('cific costs in the neighbourhood of the expectable result of program
ming, to control after programming whether the deviation is of a significant 
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degree, and, if necessary, to lepeat the computatiom on the basis of modified 
data. 

The method of generally applied linear programming does not reckon 
with the indivisibility of certain technologies (equipment), i. e. "with the fact 
that with a considerable part of energy usen the equipment using energy can be 
obtained only in definite sizes (e. g. the sizes of power supplying units that 
can be obtained and operated economically are given). There exist mathema

tical methods for solving this problem, too. It seems, however, probable that 
when computing the allocation of energy this can be satisfied by approxi
mating the size of the equipment, we are not obliged to obtain final and precise 
results. A final clarifying of both problems can, however, be effected on the 
basis of computations to be carried out. Besides, the model discussed is extremely 
flexible, by which "we mean that it is suitable for the simple and quick consider
ation of different economic assumptions. When re"dewing the structure of the 

model e. g. we considered only the Sl;m of foreign exchange as limited which 
serves to obtain the total energy import. It may prove necessary to cOllEider 
the volume of some individual imported source of energy as in itself given 
or to establish separate constraints for foreign exchange hy countries. Under 
certain conditions it might he necessary to make the volume of ill vestments 
available as limited, eitber in respect to producing hasic sources of energy 
or the transformation of energy, or the investments serving the equipment 
for the final use of energy. All these constraints can be relatively easily built 
into the model and the implication of the constraints or of the changes in the 
same partly on the proportions and optimum allocation of sources of energy, 
partly on the total costs connected 'with the supply of energy can he computed. 
It can he established, for ini'tance, to w"hat degree the limitation of inYestmcnts 
changes thc demand for imports and the total costs, and inyprsely. It ran he 
further established "what is the cffect of changing the costs or some of Their 
items (e. g. the size of the factor for immohilization of capital) on the program 
(on the proportions and distribution of sources of energy), as 'I'ell as on total 
costs. 

The calculations under discllssion serve to e:-tablish the optimal propor
tions among technologics aiming at the same prociuuion tar~!et and generally 
using different kinds of energy. Con:::equently, the computations are justified 
only in those cases where the giyen target might be reached with the aid of 
various (at least two kind:- of) technologies. From which it follows that the 
computation;:: can be somewhat simplified as it is not necessary to put into 

the equation s) stem expressing the use of energy, the total use of :::ame. On 
both the needs and sources side of the balance, i. e. both from the right and 
the left side of tbe equations the dcmand for energy of those consumers ran be 
deducted which can he unambiguously operated only lIith one source of energy. 
Part of these considerations is of technological character. Besides, "ith some 
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relatively modern equipment, built for the use of a specified source of energy 
it can also be decided ,,,ithout detailed calculations that reconstruction is not 
expedient even if the transformation for the use of some other source of energy 
was technically possible. - In general, everything that is identical in respect 
to the alternatives in question can be left out of the computations, 'which at 
the same time means the simplification of all calculations and a decrease 

in the number of data to be introduced into the calculations. 
In the course of further preparation;;: the main purpose of the program

ming must be taken into account. This main purposc can be summed up in 
that it must support the main directives of long term energy policy. The long 
term energy policy appears in the proportions of domestic and import sources 
of energy, more closely: in the decisions on the main investment projects and 
in the negotiations and decisions regarding international cooperation. It should 
not, therefore, be regarded as the aim of the computations to establish, "ith an 
exactness of a few per cents, in which proportions it is expedient to perform 
e. g. railway transportation or the production of steel with the aid of one or 
some othcr som'ce of energy. In this respect the changes in the structlue are 
more or lcss continuous, thc gestation period of in vcstmcnts is shorter, and thus 
final decisions must be madc later than in case of investments relating to the 
production and transformation of cnergy. The basic decisions 'which should be 
established 'with the aid of the model and the economic implications of which 
should be weighted with the same, relate to such problems as e. g. the various 
devclopment concepts of domestic coal mining, their implication partly 
for the (investment and operating) costs iuyoh-ed at the lcvel of the cconomy 
as a whole and for the demand fur impurtcd energy; or e. g. consideratiun of 
imports from non-socialist countries (in case cnergy illiports is bcyond the 
import possibilitie5 from socialist countries secm ncee5sary to be taken into 
account), together ,\ith tl1cir implication for thc balance of foreign exchangc 
on thc onc hand and for costs interpreted at the lcyel of thc ceonomy as a 

"whole on the othcr hand. 
If thc aim5 of programming ,uc yie\\cd in this manner, it seems that - at 

least with the tcchnological yariants that might he takcn into account up to 
1970 - thc spccific demands for energy of the indiyidual sectors using energy 
are in general kno'ln quite prccisely, with the possible exception of the po
pulation's demand for encrgy. Similarly, the specific iI1Yestment and operating 
costs of the yarious technological alternatiyes seem to he fairly correctly 
estahlishable. Besides, ill. all probability eyen with thesc significant deviations 
the structure of thc program will not essentially be affccted. 

The structure of the program depends mainly on the costs of domestic 
and import sources of energy, thus to which cxtent the results of the program
ming may he used is a mattpr of how realistic were the estimates Telating to 
them. In the preparation, therefore, efforts should bc concentrated 011 clarifying 
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thoroughly and in detail the costs of domestic production of sources of energy 
to be expected 'with the different kinds of sources, the cost of import sources 
of energy (in foreign exchange) and the realistic conversion rates. Vie must be 
prepared for the fact, that these factors of the computations can - even with 
the most careful preparation - be considered as reliable only "\vithin certain 
rather "\vide limits. Since, however, these factors - follo"\ving from the structure 
of the program - appear in the objective function, their changing and the 
analysis of the economic implication of the changes is possible by parametric 
programming. 

It is worth mentioning that in the course of analysing the foundation 
of the long term plan of energy and investigating the method for distributing 
the sources of same, a working committee of the National Technulogical 
Development Board led by S6vary - quite independent of the research 
going on in the Institute of Economics and following quite other lines 
of reasoning - has, as regards the merits of the matter, pl'oposed 
the application of a rather similar method. Through a further devel
opment of the method a pplied by the L6vai working committee men
tioned earlier, a method for the optimum allocation of sources of energy 
available was worked out (planned) for the main groups of consumers. Their 
method deviates essentially from the one described by us, in that it does not 
aim at simultaneously optimizing the pattern of sources of energy and their 
allocation to consumers, but first computes the optimum distribution of an 
assum.ed pattern among consumers and then strives to amend the pattern 
itself step by step. In addition, they do not reckon with constraints as regards 
investments and imports and do not propose the application of parametric 
programming. Accordingly, the mathematical apparatus to be applied can 
also Le simpler: instead of the general task of linear programming only the 
simpler transportation problem must be solved. The basic reasoning of the 
model worked out by the Working Committee of the National Technological 
Development Board essentially agrees with that developed by us; even the 
basic data needed for the computations are the same. 

Naturally, performing the computations according to the model reviewed 
does not exhaust the tasks of planning and of efficiency computation:3 in the 
sector of energy. The computation discW'sed yields information for economic 
decisions only about the main proportions of the production and distribution 
of sources of energy, and even neglects several very important problems, 
the closer investigation of which might react on the main proportions and 
modify thCIll. It is a significant characteristic feature of the model reviewed 
that - in accordance "\\ith the economic problems of the country - it lays great 
stress on the calculation of energy imports. It disregards, however, the regional 
distribution of energy production and utilization "\vithin the country. This 
conception might probably be correct in the case of Hungary, though the effect 
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of these neglections must be examined still more closely. As against this, the 
Soviet paper cited examines just the problem of domestic deliveries in detail 
and neglects the relations to foreign trade. 

It is obvious that after the first and more or less global -results here, too, 
those more detailed computations will he needed as also deal "ith transpor
tation costs, and 'vith the complex regional utilization of different sources 

of energy. It is, besides to be expected that such and similar computations, 
will also be solved with the aid of the method of mathematical programming. 

Summary 

The main phases of planning in the energy seetor are: 
a) A comprehensive examination and analysis of the main deyelopment trends: 
b) A forecast of the development of power requirements: 
c) The planning of equilibrium (proportionality) in the energy sector; 
d) The planning of the most rational utilization of energy sources (economic efficiency 

calculation). 
The main trends with regard to the production and utilization of energy are: 1. The 

rapid increase of power requirements caused by rapid economic expansion; 2. the technical 
development of energy transformation and utilization, moreover, the decrease of specific 
power consumption as a result of changes in the economic, particularly in the industrial struc
ture. The latter phenomenon is closely linked to the rapid change in the pattern of the basic 
energy sources used, manifested mainly in the relative decrease of coal utilization and increase 
in that of hydrocarbons (natural gas and petroleum). 

The forecast of energy requirements may - in the initial stage of planning - take place 
by extrapolating past developments. A more soundly based result can be attained by comput
ing the expected power requirement by calculations of the correlation between power utilization 
and the main factors influencing it. A truly reliable result from the point of view of planning 
may, however, only be obtained from detailed planning based on the plans of the main con
suming sectors and on specific figures which take technical progress into account. This latter 
phase of planning is already closely related to the preparation of an energy balance, setting 
requirements against sources. 

The greatest problem from the point of view of long-range planning is to plan the most 
rational utilization of energy sources that is, of calculating economic efficiency. This is 
the question which the paper treats in great detail. The adequate solution is by means of 
mathematical programing, with simultaneous consideration of the available sources, their 
limitations, and the various requirements. This program makes it possible to minimize the 
costs at the level of economy as a whole for satisfying encrgy requiremcnts. by allowing the 
structure of energy sources to be produced (imported) and their allocation to the main 
consumer groups to be simultaneously computed. 

The paper contains a proposal for setting up the model of the calculation, and for 
further research needed in order to put the method to practical use. 

Gy. CUKUR, Budapest V., Nidor u. 7. Hungary. 


